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THE OLD ROUND HOUSE
by Dave Hawkins

CHAPTER SIX

Into the Plain of Death!

The desert had not seen as much action for decades. A multitude of Sens and their
machines raked the barren plains around the domed city, attacking frightened civilians
running to escape a frenetic onslaught. Initially it was carnage.  Small bands of terrified
rebels herded together by the interceptors were summarily fired upon by ground troops using
hand weapons.  The luckier victims fell unconscious, struck by shots from weapons that had
been set to stun - apparently there were troopers who retained a sense of decency which
precluded mass-murder.  The hard-core Sens, however, continued to take pleasure in it,
enraging the mob even more.

Afraid they would perish if they made no attempt to retaliate in some way, a few rebels
dashed out from the packs.  Those who were not stopped dead in their tracks tackled the
Sens in the front ranks; and, thanks to the element of surprise, managed to overcome some.
Having stripped the troopers of weapons, their next strategy should have been to continue
targeting the ground troops; but in their fearful, unthinking panic, they turned their newly-
acquired guns on the interceptors.  It was a futile gesture.  These pods were invulnerable to
hand weapons, and the ineffectual shots hitting the armoured shells simply drew attention to
the enemy shooters who were summarily dispatched with a spray of automatic fire or a
single blast from the assault cannons. Hand guns were fine against flesh and blood; totally
useless for combating the deadly interceptors. Unless there was a way to commandeer a
fighting machine or two, the battle would inevitably be lost.

In one sector a leader had emerged.  A long-time factory supervisor was using his
organisational skills to mould an uncoordinated rabble into a small civilian army.  Growing
confidence from early successes had them believing in some kind of victory; and with new
recruits swelling the ranks by the minute, this was not such a forlorn hope.  There was,
however, still the problem of the interceptors for which no-one had as yet found a solution;
not until the two-man crew of a skood decided to change sides and joined the rebels.

Skoods were standard skips which had been modified for patrolling the city and immediate
surroundings. Intended for dealing with civilian matters, the anti-personnel firepower of
these city pods was down-graded from automatic to single-shot, and even these were only
light stun-shocks.  Their outer shells had no reinforcement; and they carried no assault
cannons. Although their neg-beams were capable of disabling any vehicle’s power-pack,
adapted for use in busy confines they were only short-range. Even so, with a competent
driver at the controls, immobilising an interceptor was possible, as long as the skood could
move in close without getting holed or blown to bits in the process.
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It seemed the one skood that had come over to their side was unlikely to make much of a
difference; but the simpatico crew was determined to prove its worth in the rebels’ cause.
The pair was amazing, managing to disable three more patrol vehicles.  The main problem
then was not the drained power-packs which could easily be replaced by factory workers
whose job it had been to manufacture and fit them in the first place; it was the fact that the
crews of the disabled pods were die-hards who refused to join the rebels. And imagining
they remained safe within their spheres, they just sat there and waited for help to come.

It did in the shape of a lone interceptor.  As the mob scattered, the rebel skood attracted
attention with a series of advance and retreat manoeuvres.  The interceptor took on the
challenge and moved in for the kill.  It should have been easy, except that the skood had
taken to dancing from side to side and above the Sen craft. One second the weapon sights
were on target, the next there was nothing to shoot at. The interceptor gunner might have
had better success using the neg-beam, but he obviously preferred a more positive outcome.
He only managed two shots from the assault cannon and both missed the unpredictable
skood.  Then the illusive rebel was above, behind and moving in at speed.  Within just
metres, the neg-beam spat.  The casing of the interceptor was momentarily bathed in a fizz
of electro-static sparks before it dropped, skidded along the sand a short way, and finally
came to rest.

The rebels were ecstatic, an exuberance which was short-lived.  “Unless the crew
surrenders, we cannot use it,” their former supervisor and newly-proclaimed General
reminded them, “And they will have activated their emergency beacon, so more interceptors
are bound to come.  We will need protection. Fitters, go to the workshop - bring power-
packs for skoods and interceptors: just in case we can get into them without too many
casualties.  And remember the tools to fit them.”  He had another thought: “Freight drivers
return to your depot and bring every working lugger.”

Since heading his interceptor out from the Grand Dome, Terry was a bundle of nerves: the
last person anyone needed behind the wheel in a war zone.  Each sphere had to be
regarded as the enemy, and they proved that by shooting at him.  Lohinn anticipated an
attack was coming; and before the enemy cannon fired he sent their pod higher with a
sudden lurch to clear the shot by inches.  The interceptor rose to the same height and kept
coming.  “Veer right, then a quick turn left,” he ordered Terry.

The idea was to avoid the Sen’s cannon and deliver a neg-beam to the interceptor’s port
side.  Terry was too hesitant and the beam missed.  Lohinn dropped the sphere and almost
instantly took it up again.  “They will match us Terr...eee.  This time go left, then right, then
left again.”  Terry’s responses were erratic.  His first left was too short, so he
overcompensated with the right and sent them zooming off into nowhere.  His final jerk left
turned the sphere through one-eighty degrees.  It was a lucky spin.  They were now behind
the Sen and coming in fast.  Lohinn fired a neg-beam that hit the interceptor square on the
stern.  “Well done, Little One,” he said.  “I do believe you are, as you would say, going good.”
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A voice came from the back seat: “He’s going to get us killed, that’s what he’s going to do,”
screeched Annette.  “You are a total maniac, Terry Savage!” she spat in English, “And you
have the nerve to criticise women drivers...”

“One on your right, one straight ahead!” rasped Lohinn.  His hand skipped on the controls
and he said: “I am sorry for this, Terr...eee.” The interceptor in front was coming straight at
them.  Lohinn hit the pad on the control module, his assault cannon fired.  The shot exploded
to the right of centre, throwing the sphere off course.  It went down trailing smoke.  Had it
landed on sand, any surviving crew would have had a chance. Unfortunately, it struck a
large rock which penetrated the damaged shell sending shrapnel into the magazine rack.
Another second and it was over - pod and crew incinerated in a ball of fire.

Terry was stunned, Lohinn more so having been the one to deliver the fatal shot; but he
regained focus quicker than the boy and had seen another danger coming. “Right full-circle!”
Lohinn commanded. The strategy was sound, the execution nearly fatal and they were lucky
the interceptor’s shot was wide.

“This is more than hairy,” gasped Terry.  “I can’t seem to get the hang of it.”  His eyes
widened.  The attacking interceptor was still there, but a line of four was in the distance and
approaching fast.  “Sorry guys,“ he said apologetically, “But I think we’re about to be dead.”

Annette droned pedantically from behind: “Don’t think - use the Force, Luke.”
Lohinn ordered: “Left full circle!” then asked: “Who is Luke?”
Terry was spinning the pod left as ordered, his mind following suit.  “Not me, that’s for

sure. I’m no Skywalker, Annette; and there is no Force!”
“But there is a Stone” she said, “The thought stone. Use it! You and Lohinn become one.”
Despite being an annoying female back-seat driver, she was right. Considering his

penchant for fantasy, he should have figured it out for himself.  Following a mental tut, Terry
snatched a hand from the controls to touch the stone on his chest.  It was warming as he
joined himself and Lohinn in thought and deed. The connection made, his hand flew back to
the controls. “I have the ball,” he declared in English.  Lohinn understood his meaning and
concentrated on the weaponry, leaving the boy to steer.  A few acrobatic skips and a single
neg-beam saw the closest interceptor plunge into the dirt.  Terry sent his gunner thanks for
switching off the assault cannon; but also confirmed it would be okay with him if Lohinn
figured it necessary to engage it again.  There might be no choice, not with one against four.

The rebel army had also seen the line of interceptors coming.  The first of the rebel luggers
was just arriving and those closest dived behind it for cover; some climbing into the empty
freight container.  They waited for the attack to come to them, but it went straight past.  The
skood driver said to his offsider: “I do not understand. The interceptors are moving in on one
of their own. Why would they do that?” Then it dawned on him as he recalled common
gossip about the daring rescue from the Grand Dome.  The driver said: “It must be The
Group; but even they can never tackle four at once.  We should help.  Are you game?”

His offsider shrugged and grinned.  “We have made our choice.  Be it right or wrong, we
have nothing to lose now; and I never did like boring city patrols.”

Lohinn reported: “They will be within range in eight seconds, Terr...eee.  Turn and run!”
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Under normal circumstances, Terry would have argued that withdrawal was the coward’s
option; but the mind-link made Lohinn’s strategy instantly clear. Spinning, then increasing
speed, he steered them straight for a convoy of approaching luggers plodding its way from
the freight depot.  They were slow, certainly, but being constructed from heavy metal and
standing higher than three pods, they would make ideal temporary shields. Terry steered
towards the leading freighter.  Lohinn informed him: “The enemy has changed course to
track us.”

Terry said: “When we’re past the first lugger, I’ll drop down behind and follow the convoy
back.  Tell me as soon as the first interceptor is almost in range.” Never in his wildest
dreams could he have imagined being capable of the speed and precision of his next
manoeuvre.  Once shielded by the side of the massive freighter container, he zipped to the
third in line, stopped the pod dead, spun it to face in the opposite direction and waited.

“Two seconds,” said Lohinn; then: “I see him.  He is climbing over the front lugger now.”
The occupants were forced back in their seats as Terry went from standing to maximum

speed and sent the pod skimming just centimetres above the ground straight past the
leading freighter and beyond. At the same instant that he barked: “Jump!” he spun the pod
to face the side of the attacking interceptor and ordered: “Disable!”  The neg-beam hit and
that one went down.  The other three, however, kept coming.

Terry returned his pod to the front lugger, slowed to a stop over the tray and ordered:
“Down.” The pod lowered to sit in the bottom of the container and the advancing interceptors
were out of sight momentarily, until one rose above; and it was behind them! It tilted down a
few degrees to face directly at the stationary interceptor sitting in the lugger’s tray.  A ‘bip’
from the control panel drew attention to a flashing circle – the enemy target alarm.  “We’re
gone,” said Terry.  He managed a dismal: “Sorry,” just as the enemy interceptor fired.

There was no sudden flash, no instantaneous oblivion, merely a buzz of electro-static
energy that encompassed the outside shell of the pod.  In seconds it had gone; along with
their power.  The incident puzzled Lohinn: “Why did he just disable us?”

The interceptor remained hovering.  Perhaps the pilot was thinking that he should have
used the cannon and was of a mind to rectify the oversight. Believing he was about to meet
his maker, Terry released his link with Lohinn, his idea being to send a last goodbye to The
Group should they be in contact.  If any were, they failed to respond; but he did pick up
friendly thoughts from a totally unexpected source in the form of a very polite message: “It is
I, Pandhor, Lord; and it will be safer for you if you remain where you are for the time being.”

Terry recognised both the mind-pattern and a similar suggestion.  It was the Sen pilot who
had taken him to the Grand Dome, the considerate one whose respectful acknowledgement
of Terry’s assumed high rank had enraged Aavesh. “Um... thanks heaps for that,” returned
the boy humbly.  “What does your co-pilot think of your soft approach?”

A smile drifted through Pandhor’s thoughts.  “He is sleeping peacefully, Lord.”
“Good thinking, Ninety-Nine. But you do realise you’ll be in big strife if Aavesh finds out

you’ve spared us.”
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“In a moment, Lord, the Metterol will have even more to complain about.”  The Sen
withdrew from the mental exchange as he switched his concentration to practical matters.
His interceptor rose and veered, then headed out to join the other three which should have
been standing off waiting for him.  They were instead otherwise engaged, trying to avoid the
attentions of a skood which skipped and zoomed around them like an annoying fly. Two
were ducking and weaving, keeping at a safe distance as best they could.  The third,
unfortunately, had separated from the melee.  Now it turned and was homing in on the
skood. Pandhor steered straight for it.  The moment he was in range, he loosed a neg-
charge which sent the disabled interceptor sparking and fizzing into the sand.

Below the high side of the lugger, Terry and the others were unable to witness the
confrontation; but, thanks to the power of two thought stones, all three could see it unfolding
via Pandhor’s mind. “He’s a legend,” observed Terry, feeling proud to have made a friend
and ally.

“He always was,” said Lohinn, “At least, he claimed that was his destiny.”
Annette was surprised: “You know him?”

“From my days as a former Sen,” he explained.  “Gannah and I were at training school with
him, and for a while in the Police Force.  When we decided to leave, we asked Pandhor to
join us as members of The Group.”

“Considering his recent actions,” observed Annette, “It’s a wonder he didn’t.”
Lohinn screeched a Rahlian chuckle.  “He maintained he was no scientist, just a soldier;

and as such, he reasoned he would serve peace better from the inside.  When we parted
company, he said: ‘Wait and see – one day I will be a legend revered forever; while you, my
friends, will just be boring scientists forgotten in a moment’...” Lohinn broke off and declared:
“Pandhor’s going in again!”

The skood was almost there, closing in on its target from above and behind; but the pilot
had either not noticed the approach of the other interceptor, or had chosen to ignore it in a
moment of reckless courage.  Pandhor’s heart skipped a beat as he thought: “We need this
brave little crew.”  With that, he banked, and zoomed at maximum speed straight for the
attacking interceptor.  It was too late for niceties.  The sights aligned the target, locked on;
and the assault cannon fired, blasting a hole in the side. Lohinn breathed a sigh of relief as
the damaged pod hit the dirt and the crew could be seen clambering out through the rear
escape hatch. Given a timely reprieve, three seconds later the skood hit its intended target
with a neg-beam and the last interceptor went down.

Aware that others were still in his mind, one in particular, Pandhor sighed and thought: “I
truly regret that, Lord. Please understand that I am not a normally a violent person.”

“I know, Pandhor,” sent Terry, “We all do, especially Lohinn.  He said to say don’t let this
minor win go to your head: you are not a legend yet.  There are more battles to fight.”  He
waited for the ex-Sen’s regrets to fade before adding: “Personally, I reckon you’re already a
better white knight than I could ever be, but I won’t hold that against you.  Welcome to the
club, mate.”
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The Resistance Builds

The convoy of luggers eventually arrived, along with equipment to repair the disabled
pods.  Fearing for their lives, the Sen crews still in their interceptors had withdrawn their
weapons and waited; knowing they were safe, but only until the escape hatches were
removed from the outside.  “When that happens they’ll panic,” said Annette unnecessarily,
“And more lives will be lost.”

“Not if I can help it,” declared Terry adamantly.  He sent an urgent mental request to the
rebel General to free him first; holding off on opening up the other pods for the moment.  The
General was unsure, expecting enemy interceptors from far afield would respond to the
emergency beacons that would no doubt have been activated; and he added that it would
take a while to fit new power packs. The General was convinced that more delays would be
fatal. “I just need to get out of this thing,” urged Terry.  “You can fix it while I talk to the
interceptor crews. They will give up without a fight. Trust me.”

The easiest part was vacating his pod via the escape hatch; climbing out of the steep-
sided freight container unaided, however, would have been impossible for a small boy.
Fortunately, luggers carried ladders for maintenance purposes.  Once on the ground, Terry
hurried to the closest interceptor.  It was already surrounded by rebels brandishing weapons
and seemingly keen to use them.  “You can put the guns down,” he said, “They won’t be
needed.”  Standing close to the pod, he smiled through the clear wall and entered the minds
of the crew.  They were momentarily surprised, instantly calmed by a flood of yellow; then
more than willing to surrender on Terry’s terms which were simple – join the cause, or
become prisoners of war.

He repeated the performance with the second disabled pod. “In less than an hour,” he
explained to Annette as they walked towards the last interceptor, “We should have three
fully-operational fighters.”

“I don’t think we have that long,” said Annette pointing to the skyline.
A single pod was in the distance heading for them.  It was bound to be an interceptor;

probably the front-runner of much bigger force. Terry realised this and placed a hand on the
thought stone to search for Pandhor’s mind pattern.  The moment he was contacted, the
Rahlian knew not only that he was about to be given an order; but from the Lord’s own
thoughts it was clear what that order would be.  “I see it coming,” confirmed Pandhor, “I am
onto it - I have the ball,” then he paused to chuckle and comment: “I do so love your turn of
phrase, Lord.”

Terry added: “Take the skood for backup.  No risks, mind; but buy us as much time as you
can.  Luck to you and your little mate, Pandhor.”

They could only watch as the two compatriots headed off on what might be a suicide
mission.  Terry turned away, wishing he hadn’t made the mistake of dropping his now-
disabled pod into the freight container. He was about to say as much to Annette, but was
shocked to discover he was on his own.  His hand flew to the stone.  “Where are you?” he
sent in near-panic.
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“Doing my bit for the cause,” she came back.  “I’ve just convinced a skood crew to give up,
and I’m working on the next one.  Oh, and while I’ve got you on line, so to speak, I have a
job for you.”

Since the old round house had sent him on his numerous adventures, Terry’s
responsibilities had increased to the point where it was easy to forget that he wasn’t the only
one capable of taking the reins.  Annette had just proved that; and as he went to perform the
task she had given him, it was obvious others hadn’t been standing around waiting for his
orders.  The General in particular had been busy.  Eight of the luggers had been positioned
to form a square enclosing a large courtyard. Another freighter sat inside on this sand pad,
slightly off-centre to leave enough space for a number of pods to land for repairs, or just to
take cover. There was sufficient room spare for a good portion of the rebel army. In effect, it
was a steel fortress – a brilliant strategy.  The moment he noticed Terry arriving, the General
marched over and informed him: “The prisoners are in the cell, Lord.”

The ‘cell’ was one of two freight containers that had been positioned as extra defence
twenty metres out from the front wall of the fortress.  Rebel guards were on hand to ferry
prisoners one at a time for interrogation.  There was no way he was going to subject them to
the indignities he and Annette had endured in the Grand Dome, so Terry dismissed the
guards before talking one-on-one with the first of the Sens from the captured interceptors.
Each prisoner took a while because he was being particular; and he was just over half-way
through them when Annette speared into his head and snapped: “Surely you don’t have to
take all day? We need pilots, Terry!  Preferably ones who aren’t going to defect to the
enemy; and we need them NOW! Pandhor’s on his way back with five on his tail!”

Taking a deep breath, Terry glanced at a couple of nervous Sens standing to the side.  “I
can only give you two.  They’ll have to fly solo. I’ll ask the General for a couple of pod-
mechanics to crew the third interceptor.  What about mine – is it ready yet?”

“Fired up and on the runway,” she said, then rasped: “Get your crews over here quick
smart, Squadron Leader – Scramble!  Scramble!”

Outnumbered!

The thought stone was always going to be useful, but he wasn’t sure of range or reception.
The battle of the interceptors promised to be fast and furious; and his pilots being new to his
kind of strategy, there would be no time for training drills. Terry decided the coming skirmish
would have to be fought the old-fashioned way of the World War II dog-fight.

While they were running for their interceptors and still close enough, Terry gave them their
final instructions in a mental rush: “Open pod-to-pod channels and leave the coms on.  Talk
to each other – spot for incoming and tell your wingmen when they have a bandit on their
tail. When I give an order, action it immediately!  Neg-beams whenever possible; cannons
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only if you have to – we need to save as many as we can. And remember: ‘Fast’ means full
throttle; ‘High’ means sky’s the limit.”

Realising this would be confusing for them, he relayed a video clip from a movie he’d seen
– The Battle of Britain.  Then he gave them their call-signs: Duke, Butch and Sundance for
the newbies; and Ace for Pandhor who had already notched up enough to deserve the
accolade.  Saving the personal best for last, he assigned ‘Lillo’ to the skood in the hopes that
an association with Annette would keep it out of less trouble than its namesake.

They were heading out towards the incoming enemy at a slow cruise.  “On my command,”
he said into the com, “Turn and go flat-stick for the fortress – draw them with you.  The more
we can disable there, the more we can salvage.” Finally he said: “Thanks for joining up,
guys.  Good to have you on board. Red Leader standing by.”

In less than two minutes it was on for young and old. The six rebel machines were homing
in fast on their fortress.  With the sudden burst of speed, they had put a good distance
between themselves and their enemy hunters.  This raised Terry’s hopes until some bad
news rasped from his com: “Lillo to Red Leader: three more bandits coming in, one at four
o’clock, two at nine o’clock.”

Snap glances to right and left confirmed the report.  Terry groaned at the implication.
Originally the odds were in their favour; but a cruel roll of the dice saw them outnumbered.
First he ordered: “The lone bandit’s yours, Lillo.  Ace and Duke, you’ve got the two.  Butch
and Sundance, with me.  We’ll hit the pack.” He was about to deliver the attack command
when Annette jumped into his head.

“Not the two, Terry!” she said hastily, “They’re ours.”
“Roger that, Alamo,” he sent back; then said into his com: “The two are friendlies.  Show

them the ropes, Ace.  Duke - stick with us.”
Annette was querying: “Alamo?”
“That’s your call sign,” snapped Terry, “Can’t stop to chat.  Kind-of busy;” then: “Red

Leader to all birds – buckle up; then high, break and loop!”
The ensuing conflict had attracted a gallery. Except for those on maintenance duties, the

rebels had been watching the approach of their fighters.  When they were still in the distance
it was an encouraging sight that had many of them screeching and cheering; then it seemed
the line of their own pod-force was heading straight for them on ground level and at break-
neck speed. Eyes flew wide.  Surely they would never pull up in time? Those who could
scrambled for cover behind the closest lugger; everyone else ducked as, at the very last
second, the line of pods rose to barely miss the fortress and zoomed over their heads.

There was more to come.  The pods continued climbing; then they were splitting up,
fanning out and climbing still. Gasps and expressions of awe echoed as the rebel audience
was treated to a display never before been seen on Rahl.  The interceptor on the right of the
fan turned to head straight for the two incoming friendlies, while the skood on the far side
veered off towards the enemy Sen approaching from the left.  The four in the centre
continued to climb.  As they did so, they were revolving upside down in an impossible loop-
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the-loop that not only took them high above their intended targets, but an additional burst of
speed while upside down brought them into an ideal attack position once they levelled off.

Despite having superior numbers, the Sens had not been expecting the rebel tactics and
were in disarray. Their enemy previously at ground level and in front was suddenly above
and behind! The Sen interceptors panicked, scattered and became fish in a barrel. “I’ll take
him, Sundance.  Bandit on your two o’clock.”  Then from Butch: “Duke has taken flak, but he
is still okay.”  Next: “Red Leader going in.”  Once the enemy fighters realised the battle was
to be fought high in the air, they tried to adapt, but were totally outclassed.  It was all over
bar the shouting in ten minutes.  Only one of the five survived the radical attack, and he was
high-tailing it.  Too late, as it happened; because, by then, Pandhor was zeroing in with his
new recruits.  The Sen accepted his inevitable defeat and capitulated by setting his
interceptor down without a fight.

This battle, at least, had been won with just a minor flesh-wound to Duke’s pod. The other
disappointing casualty was a Sen interceptor that had taken friendly fire from an assault
cannon.  The crew was uninjured, but the vehicle was damaged beyond repair.

A Brief Respite

Work began immediately on the disabled interceptors.  One of the mechanics had the idea
to remove the cannon from the damaged interceptor.  While this was being actioned, the
General sent some men back to the workshop for more power-packs, spare cannons and
magazines, plus some welding gear.  “We’ll fix them on top of the fortress walls,” he
declared; then had an after-thought and asked: “Can I borrow a skood to transport some of
my workers, Lord?  It will be quicker than them having to walk to the factory.”

While the battle of the interceptors had been raging, Annette had convinced the crews of
two skoods to change sides; the Sens in the third, however, refused and were carted off to
the cell. Being advised of the additions to his squadron, Terry said: “Take two of the
newbies, General; but I want them back. You can’t have Lillo, though – I need him.”

Annette overheard.  “For what?” she asked and looked to the skies which at present were
clear.  “Sounds like you plan on going somewhere.  I hope not, because you should be here;
and you need to rest.”

“Apart from being totally exhausted, I’m fine,” he joked, then said gravely: “I’m concerned
about Maiaa and the others. We don’t even know if they’re still alive.  I have to see.  I’m
taking the skood and two interceptors.  That should leave you enough fighters for the time
being; and there’ll be more pods as they’re fixed, plus crews if you can recruit them.”

“So, you expect me to stay behind while you go off gallivanting, probably getting yourself
killed?” she sneered.  “That’s pretty macho and mean, I reckon.”
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“You’re not thinking, Annette,” he declared with a sigh. “We have the two remaining
thought stones.  I want to return one to The Group before we leave for home; and if I don’t
make it, yours is the last one.”

“You’d better make it, Terry Savage, or I’m stuck here for the duration. You’re the time
machine operator – remember?”

“I’m well aware of that,” Terry grated irritably; then he mellowed. “Do I detect a yes
somewhere in your whingeing?”

“Reluctantly.”  Annette gazed nervously up into the sky.  It was still clear. “Oh, go, why
don’t you?  I’ll stay here and knit socks for the troops or something.”

“Forget the socks,” he said, turning to walk away.  “Just concentrate on getting as many
fighters operational as you can, plus the crews to fly them. And they’ll need a crash course
in battle tactics.”

“What do I know about that?” she asked.  “I’ve only seen it from a distance.”
“I think I’ve got that covered,” he reassured her.  “Carry on with your knitting – sorry,

recruiting.  I’ll be back in two shakes.”
Convincing Lohinn to stay behind was like going head-to-head with Annette all over again.

He claimed Terry couldn’t operate the interceptor without him.  Terry begged to differ:
“You’ve taught me everything you know, and I’m pretty sure I can handle flight and weapons
on my own.”  Lohinn continued to argue his point.  Terry played his hole card: “I really want
you to look after Annette for me.  I also need you to work with her.  She’s totally ignorant of
dog-fight tactics; so are the newbies; but between you, and using the stone, you can train
them mentally in seconds – use some video clips like I did.  Are you prepared to give it a
go?”

A sigh was evidence the Rahlian was caving in.  “Okay, Lohinn, you and Annette are now
Operations Command.  You can discuss strategy with your new Squadron Leader...”

Pandhor was unsure: “I would prefer to accompany you, Lord.”
“The name’s Terry,” he corrected.  “Forget the ‘Lord’ bit – I’m no more of a nob than you,

Pandhor. I’m giving you a field promotion to Squadron Leader.  Pick any colour – puce, if
you like. Do both of us a favour and take the job, Ace. I need someone who knows how to
fight and can kick the rookies into shape.  Butch, Sundance and Lillo are with me. Then
you’ve only lost four if we don’t make it.”

“You can also have Duke, Lord... er, Terry,” suggested Squadron Leader Pandhor, already
going through the colours to choose a suitable one.  “I’ll assign him to an undamaged
interceptor.  You could use him – he is good; being hit was a one-in-a-million fluke.”

“All donations gratefully accepted,” said Terry.  “Now - I want you to liaise with Lohinn and
Annette.  Especially keep an eye on her for me.  If everything goes pear-shaped, get her to
safety – priority one.”

“Roger that,” said Pandhor with a grin.  “You can bank on me.”
Terry gave him a wink and a quote from an old movie: “Watch your top-knot,”  It was a

reference to avoiding being scalped which was quite ludicrous considering Pandhor was
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bald; so he changed it to: “Keep your powder dry.” Ace didn’t understand that one either.
So much for clichés.

The Underbelly Strategy

Five rebel pods set out from the fortress at top speed, destination time machine.  It had
been hoped they would be unhindered; in true Murphy tradition, of course, roving Sen
interceptors spotted them on three occasions.  The resulting skirmishes were short-lived, the
aerobatics of Terry’s squad too complex for the enemy.  His standing orders gnawed at his
conscience as he issued them: “Cannons only.  They’re too far away for our guys to fix them,
and we need them out of action permanently.” Continuing on towards the silver dome, they
had left behind only two Sen crews alive; the rest were unable to escape their burning pods
and were incinerated.  “Sorry if any of your mates were in that lot, guys,” Terry said
apologetically.

“Their choice, Red Leader,” came back Sundance, “Not your fault they made the wrong
one.”

Terry was hoping to see Maiaa and the others positioned strategically around the time
machine, protecting it and just waiting for the odd assault.  What the rebel squadron
witnessed when it came within sight was a battle royal.  Sen interceptors were everywhere,
swarming around the defenders; taking shots, retreating, then coming in again for another
attack. Amazingly, all but one of Maiaa’s pods were still airborne.  “Fan and go in high,”
Terry ordered.  “Neg-beams only, unless you’re one-hundred-and-ten percent certain your
shot isn’t going to take out one of ours.”

The rebel squadron was giving a better-than-good account of itself when disaster struck.
Lillo was hit and went down.  Terry veered about-face and headed for the smoking skood.
Two individuals were crawling out through the escape hatch, seemingly unharmed.  He
landed close by, opened his port and yelled: “Jump in, guys.”

They waved him off. One of Lillo’s crew shouted: “We can fix it.  Ten minutes and we’ll be
operational...“  He broke off, pointed and screeched: “Incoming twelve o’clock high, Red
Leader.  Go, Go, GO!”

Terry was closing the door and called: “See you up top,” but he was unsure they had
heard.  The next second he was climbing towards the approaching interceptor.  Although
closing fast, it was still too far.  He decided on a change of tactics and stayed low.  The
instant he was in range, he began climbing again, homing in on the underside of the bandit.
Target beam activated and locked on, he fired. The cannon charge hit and the entire pod
exploded in a ball of flame. It was a lucky shot that had penetrated the interceptor’s cannon
magazine.  Overcoming guilt and regret for more lives lost, Terry composed himself to pass
on this vital intel to his team: “Red Leader to all crews. These birds have soft underbellies.
But if you hit ‘em there, don’t be too close or you’ll get taken out by the blast...”
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A hasty message interrupted: “Duke, here.  Bandits incoming, ten or more; but they’re high
for a change.  They really are asking for it.”

The rebel force was anticipating trying out the new strategy.  With Lillo still down they were
reduced to four, but the skood had no cannon and they weren’t planning on worrying the life
out of the enemy. So, they left Lillo in the dirt and zipped off to engage in what promised to
be the real deal.

Terry had them climb to the same height as the Sens, staying in tight formation and just
cruising.  Ninety seconds out, they climbed even higher.  The line of incoming rose to match
them, presumably having seen the rebels’ earlier tactics and not wanting to be attacked from
above. Terry used the window to instruct his crews: “We’ll hit from the flanks towards the
middle – second in, fourth in.  That’s one each.  Fire on my signal, then dive for the dirt.  If
I’m right, there’ll be one hell-of-bang.” Ten seconds out the command came: “Dive, level for
two, then tilt up and shoot!”

Close to the silver dome there was a lull in the fighting, time enough for The Group to
watch Terry’s interceptors going in.  They could be seen diving below the Sen squadron,
then came a frightful vision. Balls of fire from four exploding magazines spread outwards
causing a chain reaction both ways through the line of Sen pods.  In a second it seemed the
sky was alight.  Members of The Group gasped, then waited. The smoke began to clear.  A
lone interceptor had escaped the holocaust and was heading off into the distance; but there
were no signs of any other survivors.  Neither could the rebel force be seen.  Was it possible
they had been destroyed by their own dreadful actions? “Oh, my dear Little One,” Maiaa
whispered to herself, “What have you done?”

A Plea from Annette

The Group was stunned, particularly by Maiaa’s sentiments which all-but confirmed the
death of Terry and his brave squadron.  A minute passed, then two.  Maiaa was becoming
too distressed just gazing out over the desert at nothing and said: “I have to see for myself.
Stay and guard the silver dome.”

Her last instruction was probably quite meaningless. As she set out, she was thinking that
it had all been a waste of lives and effort.  Without Terry, the time machine was useless; her
brother Yanu was stranded on an alien planet; and Rahl was in the grip of anarchy.  The only
hope now was for surviving members of The Group to flee the city.  There were outlying
colonies, small gatherings of civilians trying to set up alternative civilisations.  Perhaps one
would welcome them and they could begin again, planning for a different future, a better life
for all.

She experienced a conflict of emotions from anticipation to fear as she spotted three
interceptors coming out of the distance towards her, one of them trailing smoke. They could
be Sens.  It was hard to tell until they were closer and she was able to see vague images of
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the occupants through the transparent, battle-scarred shells of the pods.  Two pilots wore
silver uniforms which sent her pulse racing; the dress of the third operator helped relax her a
little.  He had on coveralls and was seemingly a factory worker which was puzzling in itself.
Maybe the rebels were short on pilots?  Expecting there might be more than one crew
member in each, she scanned the interceptors with an eagle eye as they came closer.
Spirits plunged when there was no black uniform in sight.  Terry was not one of them.

The first interceptor settled onto the sand a safe distance from the other spheres, smoke
rising from its damaged shell. A port opened and Duke stepped out.  He waved at Maiaa
before going to inspect the hole in the rear of his pod, fire extinguisher in hand.  “I would not
want to be in his shoes when the Skipper arrives,” Sundance sniggered over his com.

Almost there, Butch took his interceptor up a few metres and turned to report: “He is
coming now.  I see him.”

Maiaa had been close enough to pick up on the thoughts and her heart was suddenly
racing.  Searching the far plains, still she could see nothing from ground level.  “Come on,
come on,” she was urging mentally, “Where are you little Terr...eee?”

“You’re starting to sound like Annette,” were the words that entered her head, faint at first,
but growing in clarity by the second. “I guess bullying me is a female thing.”

“Is that really you, Terr...eee?” she asked unnecessarily.
“Who else?” came the reply.  Then she saw him, a second pod cruising alongside.
“Skipper’s got Lillo,” said Butch.  “Just as well.  Ace would be livid if we left him out here.”
“Too right,” agreed Sundance, “And him being a squad-boss now, we would have been on

maintenance duties for a week.”
Terry coasted up and set down next to the rest of the squadron. “Sorry I wasn’t here

sooner,” he sent to Maiaa, “Had to pick up a little mate...”
By this time, night was falling. Apparently, although pods operated efficiently in darkness,

the Sen pilots obviously didn’t, or preferred not to.  They would, however, be back in action
when the first moon rose in four hours, time enough for a short, well-earned nap.

Terry was first to awake, encouraged by the increasing pale light creeping across the
sandy plain.  Sleeping in his pod had given him a stiff neck, and his throat was dry. A few
sucks from the water tube helped quench his thirst but did nothing for the growling in his
stomach.  Pressing the general-alarm button on his com, he said: “Rise and shine, guys.
Moon’s up and we need to get going.  Don’t suppose anyone’s got some tucker, maybe a
bag of crisps or a chocolate bar?  I’m famished.”

Duke came back: “Got some quillusian, Skip.”
Terry groaned.  “Thanks, Duke, but I think I’ll pass.”
It took them a few minutes to organise.  Once everyone had checked in that they were

ready, Terry sent: “Red Squadron head out.  I’ll join you in a minute.”  Climbing out of the
pod, he was walking over to see Maiaa when the thought stone began warming and an
extremely agitated Annette was screaming in his head: “All hell’s broken out here!  We’re
trapped!”
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Terry groaned. “I don’t believe this – we haven’t had breakfast yet. My squad’s already on
the way, but it’ll take us fifteen or more to get back to you...”

“NO!!”  Annette’s desperate yell was in his head and it rocked him.  “There’s a cordon of
interceptors surrounding us.  Even if you can break through, you’ll never get out...”

“But...”
“No buts, Terry.  Just listen to me.” Was it possible to experience panting in someone’s

thoughts?  It seemed like that was what Annette was doing.  “You must leave for home,
NOW!  Take the stone back to Yanu – if you can get back.  Apologise to Harold for me...”

“You can do that yourself,” he sent hastily, “I’m coming for you.”
“You don’t understand – something terrible is happening here!”
“Can’t be as bad as what we’ve just been through,” he tried to assure her. “One more

thing – I’m giving the thought stone to Maiaa for safe keeping, so we’ll be out of touch for a
while.  See you back at the ranch.  We’ve got a couple of wounded birds and they might slow
us down a bit.”  Before she could interrupt again, he took off at a run for his interceptor.

Annette had experienced the transfer of the stone to Maiaa, so she pleaded: “Please don’t
let him go, Maiaa!”  She paused to send a current mental snapshot of what the rebel forces
were facing.  “That thing is devastating! Lohinn says it’s a quadceptor – a killing machine!
Even Terry won’t be able to stop it!” Terry, however, was already speeding off to join his
squadron and he was out of range.

The Killing Machine

At almost the same time that Red Squadron had originally left to check on Maiaa,
Kimmkoz was back in his command centre, frowning at a dusty, antiquated box on the table
before him.  At the flick of a switch, a red light glimmered, flashed on and off momentarily,
then died.  The Eldaa tutted.  Picking up an old-fashioned microphone, he depressed the talk
button.  “Are you receiving?”  He waited for a reply which was initially not forthcoming.  “It
does not work!” he screeched at the man beside him.

The Sen shifted nervously.  “According to the curator, you have to release the button after
you speak, My Lord.”

Kimmkoz groaned dissatisfaction and tried again, initially forgetting about the button.
When he eventually released it, a speaker crackled the last part of an incoming message:
“...little fragmented, but I can understand.  I am armed and fuelled up.  Do you wish me to try
the engine?”

“What do you think, Aavesh?” the Eldaa growled impatiently.  “Get on with it.”
The quadceptor was literally a museum piece, the last intact example from a fleet which

was withdrawn towards the close of a war that was supposed to end all wars.  Only the
Generals objected; everyone else was relieved to see the back of what had proved to be
nothing more than a terrible, indiscriminate killing machine. Powered by liquid fuel, neg-
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beams would have no effect.  As for modern interceptor assault cannons, they would do little
more than make small dents on the heavily armoured carapace; whereas the four guns of
the quadceptor, mounted to face north, south, east and west, could fire explosive shells in
almost any direction and were many times more destructive.

At that moment, it sat on display in the middle of a large chamber surrounded by military
ordnance and smaller vehicles, a few of which like the quadceptor had not seen active
service for over a century.  This was of major concern for Aavesh.  If it failed to start, and
being so old this was a distinct possibility, he would be blamed. He stroked through the
images on the screen of a digital instruction manual provided by the curator and found the
starting procedure.  It seemed simple enough – switch on ignition and press the green
button.  He did, releasing it instantly as a loud grating filled the interior and stopped the
hearts of the occupants for a second.  Nothing else happened, so he tried again. The
deafening noise echoed around; that was all.  Consulting the manual he found something
he’d missed – hold down the start button until the engine fires.

The radio crackled and Kimmkoz was demanding: “Well, does it work?”
“Not yet, My Lord,” replied Aavesh, then remembered he should have flicked the talk-

switch and said: “I am trying again.”  Holding down the start button was an unnerving
experience for the crew in the cabin.  The grating continued and began to oscillate, sounding
like the turning of a rusty metal wheel.  Then came a loud bang that shook the machine.

“There is smoke, Metterol!” reported the rear gunner peering through his view port.  “Black
smoke,” he added unnecessarily.  A few seconds later he was relieved to say: “It is clearing.”

Kimmkoz was back again and becoming very annoyed: “Hurry up, Aavesh! My
interceptors are taking a beating; and not just from the pods.  Those damnable rebels have
set up a fort with cannons on the walls.  I need this machine on the battlefield!”

Closing his eyes, the Metterol offered as close to a mental prayer as he knew how and
pressed the start button.  The grating whirr sounded smoother, didn’t it?  He kept the button
depressed; was subconsciously nodding, keeping time with the turning gears.  Then the
entire quadceptor shuddered and began to surge with a rhythmical drumming.  Clouds of
black smoke belched from the exhaust and drifted up to the ceiling of the museum.  In less
than a minute the smoke had turned to grey. Aavesh flicked the talk switch.  “The engine is
now running, My Lord.”

“So get moving!” barked Kimmkoz.
“There is a problem, My Lord,” said Aavesh sheepishly.  “I am surrounded by other

machinery and as this is a ground-vehicle, I cannot fly over it.”
The Eldaa groaned. “Push it out of the way; roll over it if you have to!  Just get my

quadceptor out of there!”
Hating having to say it, Aavesh had no choice: “What about the door?  This machine is too

wide to go through.”
“Oh, for pity’s sake!  Use your leading cannon – blast a hole in the wall!  And when you

have, head straight for the rebel fort. Destroy it! Then those ground rats will have nowhere
to hide!”
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Terry’s slightly battered magnificent five were approaching the rebel stronghold, before
them an unusual formation of Sen interceptors and skoods.  All were stationary and facing
towards the location of the fortress. Closer still and the Sens hadn’t moved.  It seemed they
were completely unaware of the enemy behind them.

“Why aren’t they attacking our guys, Skipper?” sent Lillo.
Terry didn’t reply immediately. Without the stone he was unable to contact Annette and

was thinking that maybe the Sens weren’t attacking because there was no-one left to attack;
but there was no way he was going to tell his squadron that. Closing in and a faint message
came over the com that had him breathing a huge sigh of relief: “Ace to Red Leader. If you
can read me, we could really do with a bit of help.”

Terry sent back: “This must be your lucky day, mate. The cavalry’s arrived.” His next
orders were for his squadron: “These bozos have got their backs to us.  Seems like an
invitation to me, guys.  Forget flying over – blast a way through.”

“Hot diggity-dog!” replied Duke.
The quip was refreshing - but did it smack of over-confidence? Terry sent: “No more

heroics, Duke: and no more holes or it comes out of your pay.”
“Are we being paid then, Red Leader?” asked Sundance.
Terry chuckled. “Only in your dreams, buddy.”
Lillo was on the com: “What about me, Skipper? All I have is a neg-beam.”
“And a hole like Duke,” said Terry.  “Disable when you need to.  Mainly, stay out of trouble,

Lillo.  I have a feeling we’re going to need your nuisance value.”

The interior of the quadceptor was oppressive. Apart from starting to heat up and eye-
watering fumes from the liquid fuel filtering into the cabin, Aavesh was having to squint
through a murky rectangular slot of transparent, reinforced glass in front of him, all of this
making him irritable.  “You are taking too long!” he rasped.  “Get reloading down to ten
seconds maximum.”  The quadceptor was facing out at that point and it lurched as the rear
gun delivering another blast at the barrier which was the rebels’ first line of defence.  The
charge exploded, taking out what remained of the front side of one metal container.

“A few more shots and we can start on the fortress, Metterol.” The Sen gunner seemed to
be enjoying himself and was anticipating further impending mayhem.

A radio message from Kimmkoz had Aavesh bristling: “I have received a report. That
infernal alien posing as a Lord has just arrived; and apparently his sister has been here all
the time. They are the cause of this disaster.  Finish off the fort, then find and eliminate those
thorns in my side!”
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How to Defeat the Invincible?

Terry saw a large grey, flattened dome positioned in front of the fortress, blasting away at
it.  “What is that?” he asked. “It looks like a giant, very belligerent Quarter-Pounder.” All
coms being open, the others picked up the question.

“I think it is called a quadceptor,” said Sundance.  “Saw one in the military museum once.”
“Not there now,” observed Butch, “Must have done a runner.”
Terry was about to order a full-on concerted attack when one of Pandhor’s rebel

interceptors came in at ground level and fired its cannon.  The shot hit the armoured
carapace, exploded and barely marked the surface.  The quadceptor responded, blasting the
attacker into smithereens, the shot carrying on to take out one of the Sen cordon in the
distance with its secondary charge.”

“Woah!” said Terry.  “That’s one mother-of-a tank.”  Then: “What else do you know about
it?”

“Got four cannons – front, back and sides,” said Duke.
“What are we – blind Freddies?” cut in Lillo.
“Smarty pants,” commented Duke with a snigger, “And what I was going to say before you

decided to put your oar in, was that the cannons are on swivel-bases, so they can move
side-to-side and up. Trying to zero in between the muzzles will get you a serve like that poor
beggar just then.”

“I hope everyone’s got that,” said Terry.  “What about manoeuvrability – can it fly?”
“I believe it is purely a ground machine, Red Leader,” replied Sundance.
“Right,” said Terry, “Get up and stay above it. How high can it shoot?”
“I have no idea,” Sundance came back.  A rebel skood was zooming in just to the side of

him and blew up too close for comfort.  “High enough, Red Leader. Up, up people, or we are
toast!”

They tried everything they could think of to hinder the gargantuan tank, including
presenting it with targets to shoot at. Someone figured out that there was a ten-second
delay between shots. The idea then was to drop from above, swan around in front of a
cannon and zip back up a fraction-of-a-second before it fired.  The gambit was discontinued
after a gunner in the quadceptor shaved two seconds off the re-load time. They lost
Sundance.  Also, the Sens in the background cordon which, it had been hoped, would
continue to be taken out by the over-shots eventually twigged that they needed to go higher
to be out of firing range. The members of Red Squadron had lost a good pilot and mate
which deflated moral. In all, it seemed that defeating the invincible was impossible.

Pandhor came on line: “Ace to Blue Squadron – out of ammo, going for a refill.  Keep a
close watch on yours - if the fortress goes we are stuffed. While I am gone, take your orders
from Red Leader.  Is that okay with you, Terry?”

“Roger that, Ace...  Uh-oh, hang on a tick.”  Terry broke off as the quadceptor swung one
of its cannon muzzles in his direction. He rose a little higher and watched the shell pass well
below him.  Assuming the muzzle was at full elevation, that seemed to determine at least
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one of the quadceptor’s minor limitations. After a few seconds Terry was back: “How many
of yours left Pandhor?”

“Four interceptors in the air, three on the ground being re-fitted.  Damn!  Make that two.”
Terry was surprised.  “You’ve got maintenance crews out there?”
“They insisted,” said Pandhor.  “Doing our best to watch their backs. To be honest, as

long as the quadceptor concentrates on the fortress I can live with that: we can take care of
the Sen pods when the odd one comes in.  Even the skoods are handy for that. I’ve got five
of them left at the last count.”

“Leave them with me, Ace. I’ll try to make sure they all stay in one piece.  By the way, is
Annette okay?”

“In the fortress last I heard, waiting on a fresh power-pack.”
“What?!!  You mean she’s flying?”
“Took over from you, Terry.  She is Lohinn’s pilot.  I have seen her in action. She was

pretty good, believe it or not.”
“I can imagine,” he moaned. “Look, do me a favour, Pandhor.  I need her safe.  Assign

Lohinn another driver.”
“I will be talking to a brick wall, Terry.  You know how stubborn she can be.”
“Make her listen; drag her out of the cockpit if you have to.  Tell her I’m taking her to the

time machine, taking her home.  We’re leaving as soon as we’ve sorted the death-burger.”
“How do we do that?”
“I was hoping you could tell me.” There was a pregnant silence; then: “We’ll find a way,

Ace. Don’t want to go down in the history books as total failures.”

When Pandhor lowered into the fortress it was hard to find a parking spot.  The ground
area allotted for pod maintenance and temporary shelter was clogged with civilian vehicles.
After giving the order for re-arming, he went over to the only other interceptor in the line.
The port was open and Lohinn was sitting in the operator’s seat.  There was no sign of
Annette.  His first question was: “Where is she?”

Lohinn pointed a bony finger.  “Organising the evacuation.  A number of city skips are
ferrying as many as they can to safety.”

“Whose idea was that?”
“The curator of the military museum,” replied Lohinn.  “He was already feeling guilty about

handing over the instructions for mobilising the quadceptor. He snapped when he had to
watch it wreck some of his prize exhibits and blow a hole in his wall. With Aavesh at the
controls he knew there would be a massacre, so he decided to try and make amends...”

“Aavesh?!!”
“The very same...”  He broke off as Annette rushed over.
She noticed Lohinn sitting at the interceptor controls and scowled disapprovingly; then

ignored him to tell Pandhor the latest news: “The curator thinks there’s a way to stop the
quadceptor...”
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“Hang on,” said Pandhor.  He had just noticed something and rushed over to the
maintenance crew working on his pod. “Forget the power-pack – do it next pit-stop.  Just
sort my magazine.  And make it snappy, guys.  I need to be back in the air pronto, like
yesterday.” Leaving behind some puzzled frowns and open mouths because of his
Terryisms, as he had started to think of them, he ran back to hear the rest of Annette’s news.
She was alone, a space beside her where Lohinn’s interceptor had been.  “He’s gone?”  He
caught Annette’s light-lipped, apologetic nod.  “How come? He only has one good arm;
there is no way he can fly the bird and shoot on his own.”

“Obviously he reckons he can,” she said; then added: “It’s my fault, sorry, Pandhor. When
I told him what the curator said about how to combat the quadceptor, a peculiar look came
over him.  It was like all of his Christmases had come at once. Then maintenance gave him
the green light and he was off like a rocket.” She gave a deep sigh and said: “I know he’s
determined to go head-to-head with Aavesh; but he won’t stand a chance, not against the
murder-machine.  We have to stop him!”

“Not we, Annette. You are too important to lose – Terry said so. When he is ready, he will
come for you.”

“And when will that be, Pandhor?”  She glanced along the line of skips which were taking
off with their first load of evacuees. “You saw what that monster did to our barrier wall.  If it
can’t be stopped the fortress will be next, then no-one survives.”  She glared at him.  “I don’t
care what Terry said – I’m coming.”

At that point a mechanic rushed over and announced: “Your interceptor is re-loaded and
ready for take-off, Squadron Leader.”

He glared into her eyes, determined not to cave in. Her lower lip was trembling slightly,
and small lines of moisture were beginning to well on her lower eyelids.  Pandhor melted.
“Okay, She who must be obeyed; but if Terry kicks my butt, we both know who’s to blame.”

They began a brisk walk to the interceptor.  Just as they were climbing in, Annette said:
“I’ve listened to some of your squadron’s chat on the com. You’re risking your lives and yet
you still find time for a laugh and a joke.”

“That is Terry’s influence.  He told us: ‘When everything’s going to Hell in a hand-basket, a
clowning joke helps’ – and we’ve found it does.”

Annette sighed.  “Oh, great!  I’ve just signed up for a bloody flying circus!”

Nothing Works

Things had changed.  As Pandhor’s interceptor rose out of the fortress, that became
patently obvious.  “The Sens are breaking the cordon and getting involved,” he informed his
back-seat passenger.  “What with them buzzing around plus the master-blaster, we are
going to get creamed.”
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“I’ve just picked up on some thoughts,” Annette said, a hand over her stone.  “Our guys
have been chatting about the curator’s suggested strategy - trying to shoot a charge directly
down the muzzle of the quadceptor at exactly the same instant as it fires...”  She sighed.
“Only Luke Skywalker could do that.”

“And Yoda,” Pandhor commented, pausing to disable an oncoming Sen. “Even with his
little squinty eyes shut.”

“You know about Star Wars?”
“Terry ran the movie for me.”
“Stupid question,” said Annette knowingly.  “Why did you use a neg-beam instead of the

cannon?”
“Delaying tactics,” he said. “It will be in the quad’s way.  If Aavesh sees it as an

obstruction and destroys it, that’s another shell gone.  Maybe it will eventually run out of
ammo...  Hang on – going up!”

Terry sent: “Red Leader to all skoods.  The evacuation pods are your babies. Disable as
many Sens as you can.  Get them on the dirt before they take out the city skips. Ace, are
you there? I’ve seen Lohinn’s pod around.  I hope Annette’s not with him.”

“She is with me, Terry,” replied Pandhor.
“In your bird?” spluttered Terry in disbelief.  “I told you...”
“And I told you she wouldn’t listen,” said Pandhor.  “She’s heard about the muzzle-shot

tactic and reckons it won’t work; says the smart move is to head out of this blood-bath and
go for the time machine, right now! Apparently, Maiaa is keeping the area clear until you get
there.”

“We can’t desert our squadrons, Blue Leader!” Terry insisted desperately.  “It’s not in the
job description.”

“But...”
“I can be as obstinate as the woman sitting in your pod – I’m not listening.  We stay and

fight, bro.  All for one, and all that.”
“And all dead, I reckon.”  Pandhor sighed and added: “Was that a quote from another

movie?  I wouldn’t mind seeing it sometime.  Breaking now. Ace to Blue Squadron –
whoever’s left: get up top pronto; and stick to me like glue.” He chuckled as he said to
Annette: “A classic line from The Battle of Britain.”

“Duke to Red Leader.  Remembered something – the quad’s fuel tank is in its belly.  Going
for it now.”

“No, Duke, wait...!”  Terry was too late.  He spotted Duke’s interceptor coming in high, then
swooping down at speed. It was apparent that the intention was to fire a shot at the base of
the quadceptor in the hopes that the explosion would ricochet off the ground and take out the
fuel tank underneath; but he hadn’t realised he was out of ammunition.  Right at the last
second Duke sent: “Bummer!”  No shot fired, he knew he was in trouble and managed: “’Bye
guys.  Been fun.”  As he was trying to pull out of his dive, the quad’s cannon fired and Duke
had gone in a final blaze of glory.
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Terry sighed and whispered over the com: “Third strike, Duke.  I should have told you
about baseball. Sorry, mate.”  Then: “What the hell’s the Burger doing now?”

The quadceptor was rumbling around, frequently changing direction and performing a
strange, jerky dance; turning this way and that for no apparent reason. “Lohinn’s sitting on
top of him,” said Pandhor, “And Lillo’s with him.”

Annette’s voice echoed over the com: “He’s getting into Aavesh’s head and it’s confusing
the mongrel.  I’m also picking up a plan, but I can’t quite get it.  Somehow he’s blocking me.”

Terry snapped: “What’s going on, Lillo?”
“Not a lot, Skip,” the skood came back, “Not yet; but this could work. Rather not say what

– tempting providence.”
“You take your orders from me!” screeched Pandhor harshly, nervously, “Rejoin the

squadron, Lillo.”
“Sorry, Blue Leader.  Bit of moonlighting – private contract. Lillo out.”

A Terrible Sacrifice

The pair stayed on top of the quadceptor for a short while.  Lillo sent to both squadron
leaders: “Can you keep the bandits off us?  We need a window.”

“Wilco,” Ace came back. “What’s the plan?”
”Wait and see, Ace; but when we go, stay well away.”  With the com still open, Lillo was

heard to say: “You sure you can steer and shoot with only one arm?”
Lohinn answered: “Just see to your part, Lillo, and let me worry about mine.”
A few minutes ticked by.  The Sen interceptors had seen the two rebel pods sitting over

the quadceptor and either took it upon themselves to remedy the situation, or were under
orders to do so.  Both Red and Blue squadrons, at least what was left of them, flew in, over
and under; and the Sens were dropping like flies.  More took their places, which was good
for the rebels because it gave the skoods protecting the evacuating skips some breathing
space.  Lohinn and Lillo waited.  At the moment known only to them, Lohinn was heard to
say: “On my signal.  Remember to count.”

Those who weren’t engaging the enemy watched.  They’d listened to the interchange
between Lohinn and Lillo, but it meant nothing.  Hearing Lohinn’s ‘Going now’ was even
more baffling because Lillo hadn’t moved and was still hovering above the quadceptor.
Lohinn must have released his mental hold on Aavesh because the killing machine had
stopped careering around like a mad thing and had returned to pounding the fortress. “What
does Lohinn think he’s doing?” asked Terry over the com.

“Committing suicide, looks like,” said one of Ace’s skood pilots.
It seemed that way.  Lohinn had flown out from the quadceptor, turned; and had then

dropped to hover in direct line of its forward gun. He was heard to say: “Three, two...”  His
interceptor suddenly jumped high a second before a charge blasted from the quad’s cannon
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and zipped under him, missing by centimetres.  The moment that happened, Lillo zoomed
over to take Lohinn’s place, right in the firing line!

Ace sent: “I know what you’re up to Lillo, you crazy pod – you’re trying the muzzle shot.
It’s million-to-one chance, mate.  Pull out!”

“Two, one...” said Lillo, elevating just in time above the shot fired at him; then: “You’re on
Lohinn.  Make it count.”

Lohinn’s interceptor had been even higher than Lillo, hovering, waiting his turn.  He
dropped back down; but this time, instead of standing off at a distance to tempt Aavesh into
wasting another shot, he zoomed in and sat right in front of the cannon muzzle.

Annette was in Terry’s head: “I’ve just picked up his plan.  He’s going to fire point blank on
the count of two, sending the charge down the muzzle just before Aavesh shoots!”

Sitting at the controls of his quadceptor, the Metterol hadn’t even considered the strategy.
He was almost slavering as he peered through the glass at the prospect of revenge.  On the
other side and directly before him was that member of The Group he should have killed in
the Grand Dome.  This time he would not make the same mistake.  His eyes were wide with
glee, especially when he watched Lohinn’s mouth open and stretch wide.  Whatever he was
shouting, Aavesh promised they would be his last words ever.  His finger was on the fire-
button, ready to push.

The squadron heard Lohinn counting down: “Five, four, three...”  Then a chilling battle cry
echoed over the coms: “Gann-a-aa-aaah!!!”

It wasn’t a nuclear reaction, but not far from it.  Lohinn’s perfect shot sped down the
muzzle a split second before the quadceptor’s cannon fired.  The missiles collided inside the
breech, the impact imploding, ripping through the interior; igniting remaining shells and
penetrating the fuel tanks below.  The explosion was a massive circle of fire that burst out,
then up, sending shock waves across the battlefield.  Even the fortress took more
punishment from chunks of flying metal; and, sadly, another rebel skood paid a price. No
more so than Lohinn.  Ace asked: “Did you know he was going to do that, Lillo? Because if
you did...”

There was a long silence before Lillo came back: “Someone had to do something, Ace. If
Gannah had been your brother, would you not have done the same?”

The cataclysmic event left a huge crater in the ground where the quadceptor had been,
and initiated a temporary ceasefire. The battlefield had frozen – Sens, rebel interceptors,
skoods, and those still trapped in the fortress; all were stunned and seemed at a loss what to
do next.  The first sound to be heard after the deafening explosion was Pandhor over the
com: “Ace to Blue and Red squadrons – go high, go fast and keep moving.  The Sens will
wake up soon, and we are well and truly outnumbered.”

Once high in the air, it was realised how depleted the rebel forces were.  Pandhor was
down to himself, two interceptors and three skoods; one of which he was delighted to
discover was Lillo.  As for Terry, he was Red squadron – the last man standing; or at least
flying. Pandhor sent: “Sorry, mate, but we should fold and cut our losses.  I am taking you
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and Annette out of here.  Please do not argue.” He waited for a response.  The only sound
from the com was a static hiss.  “Terry?”

Although loath to do it at a time like that, Annette slid gently into Terry’s head.  She was
greeted by a swathe of pain and sadness.  There were images and memories of the fallen,
comrades he believed he had let down; and the clown in him was nowhere to be found.
Becoming aware of Annette’s presence, he thought: “I should have stuck to fantasy –
reality’s too cruel.”  A shiver rippled through, then came the tears.

Annette stayed quietly in the background, letting him grieve.  After a minute or so, there
was a change as he gradually overcame the deepest of sorrows.  Practicalities began
popping up as he switched from what had once been, to the here and now.  Then his
thoughts shuddered and a new Terry was back; not joking now, but reconstituting a different
kind of courage which would enable him to accept what he had previously dismissed.  There
was no need to mention anything to Annette: she already knew what he was about to say.

Clearing his throat, he wiped moisture from his cheeks, sniffed and spoke into the com:
“Red Leader standing down. Take us home, Ace.”  Realising it was missing something, he
added: “Through the park, yeah?”

Will it Never End?

Pandhor led them away from the city and the battlefield at speed.  Actually, he was
bringing up the rear, watching their backs. He figured he was the one for job; not merely
because he was the squadron leader responsible for their safety and needed to keep an eye
on them: he also had the luxury of early-warning in the form of Annette.  She might not have
been able to pick up bandits homing in; but she was in touch with Maiaa for updates on what
was happening ahead at the silver dome.  According to her confirmation, all was peaceful at
present; nothing much else, until...

“Maiaa’s handed over the thought stone,” Annette informed Pandhor; then she said no
more, at least not out loud.  Her subsequent conversation was in her mind: “What are you
doing here, Old One?  It isn’t safe.”

“Is anywhere, Annette?”  His thoughts were calm yet determined.  “Please inform your
fighters help is coming.  Kimmkoz will be angry after what you have done; and I know him of
old.  Predictably, he will send as many interceptors as he can spare to prevent you leaving.
We intend to disappoint him.”

Completely unaware of the mind-transfer, Terry exclaimed: “Oh, no!” He was in the lead
and had just spotted pods in the distance heading out from the direction of the silver dome
and coming straight towards them.  Following a deep sigh, he droned wearily: “Will it never
end?”

Lillo came back to him: “In the words of one of your movie heroes, Skip: it ain’t over till it’s
over.”
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“Yeah, and from where I’m standing, it ain’t over yet, not by a long chalk, Lillo.  Fingers on
buttons, guys...”  He broke off to say: “Sorry, Ace: I’m forgetting it’s your show now.  What
are your orders, Blue Leader?”

“Hold your horses, Terry,” Pandhor came back, “They are friendlies.  Your pals in The
Group are definitely on the ball.  Maybe give them a wave and a haughty ‘Hi-O Silver’ as
they fly over.”  He added: “Who is that masked man, anyway?  Like to see him sometime.”

Six interceptors accompanied by five skoods flew above their heads and carried on
towards the fortress.  As they passed, Annette felt the thought stone warming and picked up
conversation between the pilots.  Through the transparent shells of the spheres, all could be
seen to be wearing the black uniforms of The Group.  She asked: “Where did you get the
pods from, Old One?”

“Here and there, Annette,” he replied, “And I detect your concern for my safety.  Do not
worry – I am still at the silver dome with Maiaa and a few others.  We thought it best to have
a last line of defence.  As soon as you arrive, I suggest you leave for your home
immediately, just in case some of the Sens manage to break through our frontal attack.”

Pandhor was surprised as they coasted in and set down near the silver dome: “I never
realised The Group had so many members.”

“Neither did I,” said Annette.  She glanced around, looking for familiar faces in the
stationary pods and saw only two.  “From what I’m picking up, some are new and are
struggling a bit with mind transfer – pretty much like me, I guess.”  She waited for the port to
open and stepped out.

Maiaa left her interceptor and hurried over: “I am so glad to see you, Annette.  You fought
an epic battle and it is a wonder any of you survived.”

“We lost some really good guys,” she commented sadly, “And still didn’t finish the job.
What’s going to happen to the rebels?  I don’t imagine they can hold out for too long.”

“For now, Annette, that is our concern, not yours.”  Maiaa began walking.  “The Old One
wishes to see you in person before you leave.  He is with Terr...eee at the moment and they
are... let us say, having a difference of opinion.”

The Old One was reiterating his argument: “I believe you should try, just the two of you.
The power is low and will not be able to transport more...”

“Without more, it won’t be going anywhere, Old One.  You’ve seen into my head, my idea;
and you know we only made the last trip by boosting power with the thought stone.”

“Which Annette has,” the ancient Rahlian reminded him.
“But neither of us has got the experience to use it to its full potential, whereas Maiaa does.

With her on board there’s a better than even chance because we’ll have a direct link with
you; and I mean, you personally.”  He stared into the Old One’s eyes.  They were turquoise
like those of other Rahlians, but his seemed a little misty.  Terry was thinking: age and
cataracts.  “The two of you obviously have a very strong connection.  You aren’t, by any
chance, related?”

The Old One smiled and chuckled.  “I was wondering how long it would take you to work it
out.  We are, indeed, related.  Maiaa is my granddaughter.”
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“Ah, that puts a different light on it,” said Terry.
“So,” said the Old One hopefully, “Does this mean you will bow to my wishes and leave,

just you and Annette?”
“Not that kind of light,” replied Terry, looking suddenly glum.  “Maiaa should stay here with

you – family ties, and all that.  But I still need a few members of The Group to help boost the
power core; and someone in particular who can use the stone and act as a relay to you.”

The Old One fell silent, at least as far as the spoken word went.  As for his mind, even the
thought stone she was still wearing didn’t help Annette to break through.  They simply had to
wait.  Finally, he said: “Our fighters are being driven back by the Sens.  It is time for you and
Annette to go, Little One.  I hope my decision now is the wise choice.  After what you have
done for us, you deserve to return home safely.  Take Maiaa and however many others you
believe you need.”  He paused for a few moments, sent his granddaughter a nod and a
warm smile, but said nothing.  Spoken words were unnecessary.

His next ones, however, were best uttered for all to hear: “I have a favour to ask, Red
Leader.  Might I borrow Pandhor and your remaining fighters as temporary reinforcements?”

Terry looked for Pandhor - he was discussing something with his remaining crews.  A
wave failed to attract his attention.  Annette noticed and gave him a shrill whistle.  Pandhor’s
head jerked up at the strange sound and he came racing over.  Terry said: “I never knew you
could whistle.”

“There are a lot of things you don’t know about me, Cuddly Terry.”  She pulled the cord
over her head and handed the thought stone to Maiaa.  “You can give it back to your brother
when you see him.”

Pandhor, skidded to a halt.  “What’s up, Doc?”
Terry said: “It’s your call, of course, but can you and your boys help out The Group?  Or do

you have something else in mind?”
Ace shrugged.  “Not particularly.  Surfer’s Paradise looks cool; but I have no idea what or

where that is; so we might as well stay here and get shot at.  I do have a couple or three
requests, though.”

Terry shucked his head in the direction of the Old One.  “If they’re anything to do with
operations, you’d best direct them to your new Commander.”

Pandhor felt suddenly uncomfortable, a little uncertain how to address the old Rahlian.
Strangely, a suggestion popped into his head, so he figured it alright to say: “We have
certain rules, Boss...”  He went blank as his mind flooded with yellow.  Once it dissipated, he
knew the Old One had scanned his memory for what he had been intending to say, but now
had no need to.  “Right-o; leave you to pass it on to your guys, Boss.  You know, this mind
thing sure saves a lot of time.  Maybe you can assign them their call signs and patch them
through to me.”

The Old One grinned.  “Wilco, Ace; and thank you.”
“No probs, Boss.”  He turned to Terry.  “Got to go, mate.  You have a bonza trip.”  Pandhor

raised a finger in the Rahlian tradition.
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Terry lifted a hand to respond, then said: “Not good enough, Ace.”  He moved in to hug the
lanky Rahlian who towered above him.

Pandhor laughed.  “Learning all the time.  Oh, by the by – gave Lillo’s crew your old bird.
Figured you wouldn’t mind.  Now, get the lead out, mate!  Don’t forget to send us a
postcard.”  With that, he spun on his heel and started off for the waiting pods, yelling: “Get
one up!  Scramble!  Scramble!”

In less than a minute the silver dome had seven occupants including himself and Annette.
Terry was standing at the doorway looking out.  Rahl was a dismal place, dry and desolate;
but it was growing on him.  He was also seeing beyond the visible into memories that would
eventually become history.  Names like Duke and Sundance; the faces of Lohinn and
Gannah; these would never be forgotten; Pandhor in particular.  Ace was his pupil for all
things earthly and totally irrelevant.  Just one omission stuck in his mind – he had never
formally met the guys who crewed Lillo, didn’t even know their names.  If fate was kind,
maybe he could rectify that; if they were still alive when he returned; if he returned at all.

The Final Hurdle

Terry placed a hand on the panel, holding it there as he stood watching the door close off
his last glimpse of Rahl.  He remained staring, feeling hollow, empty.  The wave of
melancholy bugged him.  He ought to have been relieved to be going home, should have
been happy; but leaving others to finish what he had only started seemed disloyal and
cowardly.  Someone spoke his name, softly, gently; a reminder that he still had a
responsibility, one that only he could discharge.  He turned and walked towards the centre
console, his eyes misting over. He managed a weak smile, cleared his throat and
apologised.

Maiaa had read his thoughts.  "No, Terr...eee, there is nothing to be sorry for; and you are
not a stupid kid, as you are thinking.  Your tears simply show how much you care. And you
are no child - not to us."

He was momentarily lost for words and simply blushed in silence. Composing himself, he
looked around.  Five of The Group were present.  Maiaa was the only one he recognised;
the others were complete strangers to him.  Typically, he was starting to second-guess
himself and was wondering if he should have asked for six.  Maiaa reassured him: “All of us
have strong minds, Terr...eee.  Linked with the Old One and others on the ground who can
be spared, our combined powers should be sufficient.  There is only one way to find out; and
we should do it soon – the Sens are pushing our fighters closer.”

Taking a deep breath to get back on focus, he said to Annette: “I’ve been thinking.  We
need to replicate my previous journey from Earth, but in reverse – exactly.  You said there
would be a record of that in a file somewhere.  The computer ought to recognise my
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signature, so I should be able to open it.  Three questions: can we use it; how do I download
it; and what do I have to do then?”

Annette took a few seconds to ponder, then said: “We can’t afford mistakes, so it’s
probably our best option.  As for the rest: when you’re standing uncomfortably, I’ll begin with
the painting-by-numbers bit.”

Terry grinned.  “That sounds like clowning comments.  You must be nervous.  Don’t be –
I’m almost a Time-Lord.  What could possibly go wrong?”

Annette didn’t answer, merely cast him a disapproving sneer and began issuing
instructions.  Calling up the file and logging in the data took less than a minute; reversing the
calibrations a further fifteen seconds.  Finally she said: “That’s it, Doctor Whoever.  Transmit
now, or forever hold your pizza.”

“Don’t think I could stomach one right now,” he said; then: “I'm not sure what's going to
happen, so you'd best cross your fingers everyone."  Strangely enough they all complied,
which didn't do a lot for his self-confidence. “Right: contact the Old One, Maiaa; and
everyone here concentrate like there’s no tomorrow; because if you don’t, there probably
won’t be one, not for us.” His hand came down.

Following the cleansing process which worked without interruption, the machine's energy
column dimmed and the swish, swish started.  As it built up speed, Terry glanced over the
readings appearing on the screens before him, but none of them really registered. His
thoughts were elsewhere.  He was listening, feeling the subtle vibrations beneath his feet
and under hands resting on the console; and he was very conscious of the illuminated power
core dimming, brightening a little, then dimming more than it had previously.  Then came the
lurch, and they were in darkness. When he uttered the words they were in barely a whisper,
and in the silence they sounded ominous, chilling: "Jannik's Belt!"

Nothing moved; and strangely, none of the occupants felt any different.  Maiaa said: “The
Old One asks where we are, because he claims the silver dome is still there.”

“That isn’t possible!” stated Annette.  Hurrying over to Maiaa, she placed her hand on the
stone.  “I need to see through the Old One’s eyes.”  In a moment, she declared: “It seems
we’ve left behind a ghost of the silver dome.  We’re partly here and partly there.”  Closing her
eyes tightly, she mumbled to herself, then announced: “The Old One and the others need to
step into the ghost.  It’s only an after-image, like a hologram; but I believe that being inside
will boost the relay to our power core.”  She stayed with the ancient Rahlian to monitor what
was happening on Rahl.  Once he and The Group members were within the hologram, he
sent her his version of ‘okay’.  Annette said aloud: “Let’s try again, guys; really hard this
time.”

For the next few seconds the machine vibrated terribly. Annette checked the settings -
they were slipping! In a panic, she babbled instructions at Terry; not in spoken words, but in
his mind; then watched critically as his hands raced over the controls, making an adjustment
here, resetting a co-ordinate there, fighting to hold the machine's course as it slewed
erratically through the fault in the time corridor.  Peculiar sensations came and went, along
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with snippets of thoughts, sometimes many at once. Were they her own, or were they
Terry’s? A combination of both, maybe?

It eventually became apparent that they were neither. They were creeping and stumbling
through Jannik's Belt.  Not merely a dumping ground for industrial waste, it was a void where
banished, de-materialised souls drifted for all eternity.  It was as if they searched for
something, someone; a friend, perhaps; or a companion to share their misery.  The desolate,
lonely thoughts increased until they were almost strong enough to touch.  Terry, Annette and
The Group fought to keep their distance; desperate in the knowledge that if they failed to
break free, they would never leave; not ever! “I believe they are trying desperately to return
to Rahl,” said Maiaa, “Using our thought waves as a conduit to pull them down to the ghost
of the silver dome.”

Annette had been watching the read-outs.  They all seemed to indicate that their journey
had stopped and was now clicking slowly into reverse.  “Break contact!” she rasped.  Her
hand slapped on Maiaa’s thought stone.  “Break!  Break, Old One!  Get everyone out of the
hologram, NOW!”  She watched through his eyes as The Group scrambled clear.  Her next
order was for those inside the time machine: “Keep concentrating, as hard and as deep as
you can; you, too, Terry!”

They directed their thoughts towards where they imagined the centre of the room to be.
An almost imperceptible glow filtered through the darkness.  “Harder!” rasped Annette, “It
seems to be working.”  That small possibility had more effect than the order in terms of
encouragement.  The outline of the centre column became just about visible as the light
inside the core grew a little brighter. Then brighter still.  In another moment they heard their
first swish.  A second followed, then a third; the gap between each diminishing marginally. In
less than a minute, the individual sweeps had melded to become a whistle.  The pulsating
light in the column, however, was not as smooth and was rising up in surges; but it was
flowing.  “Yes, YES!” urged Annette, “One major effort!”

The time machine seemed to be straining to free itself from the clutches of Jannik’s Belt
and its congregation of demented souls.  There came a massive jolt followed by an
increasing sensation of rushing, of silent screaming, of being swallowed by something
terrifying, yet unimaginable.  Then there was oblivion!

Homecoming

How long it took, no-one knew, but eventually awareness returned.  The interior of the time
machine was dim except for the large monitor screen displaying the message: ‘Critical
Overload...  Remaining Energy Source 7%... RECHARGE.  The last word continued to flash.
“Woah!” exclaimed Terry, “That was one mega Whump!  It never happened before.  Where
are we now?”
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“I’m checking,” replied Annette.  She was peering down at the mini-screens on the
console.  Power being reduced, they were barely readable.  “I think we’re back.  Co-
ordinates seem okay, although the time’s a bit skewy.  Looks as if we overshot by about five
hours; but I think we’re okay.”

He turned with the intention of passing on the good news, only to discover it wasn’t good at
all.  “Oh My God!” he gasped as he took off and rushed over to the huddle of Rahlians
staring down at the floor.  One was kneeling beside Maiaa who was stretched out and
seemingly unmoving.  He sank down next to her and tried for a pulse, but couldn’t locate
one.  “Annette!  Get over here! I don’t know much about this first-aid stuff, but I think she’s
dead!”

“Not on my watch she’s not!”  Annette was there in a flash and on her knees, testing for
pulses, listening first with an ear on Maiaa’s chest, then over her mouth.  “Not breathing!”
she declared. “We’ll have to do CPR.”  After checking there were no obstructions in the
mouth, she slid the thought stone off Maiaa’s chest and out of the way.  This was when she
noticed a charred elipse on the material of the tunic where the pendant must have been
hanging.  Reasons jumped into her head, the most likely being that Maiaa had taken the full
brunt of an energy charge.  But how and why didn’t matter now.  Hurriedly pushing the
thoughts aside, she re-focussed on the remedy.  “You do the compressions, I’ll do the
mouth-to-mouth.”

Terry’s eyes flew wide.  “Er... I don’t know how...”
“Oh, you bloody useless...!  Okay, I’ll do the chest, you do the mouth.  You do know about

that, surely?”
The Group were the audience, Annette the medic with Terry kneeling beside like a fifth

wheel.  After thirty pumps of Maiaa’s chest, she said: “Hold her nose and blow – twice and
deeply to inflate the lungs.”  While he was doing this, Annette listened.  “Nothing.”  She
repeated the compressions, Terry coming in with the mouth-to-mouth.

This went on for two or more minutes and Annette was starting to tire.  She was about to
ask Terry to take over when Maiaa coughed.  Relieved gasps and mini-screeches echoed
around the time machine.  Someone said: “Thank you.”

Annette waited, watched Maiaa’s chest rising and falling, erratically at first, then more
rhythmically.  A pair of turquoise eyes opened and stared up.  A weak smile spread across
the thin lips.  Annette’s hand went to the bald head and stroked it gently.  “You had us
worried for a moment there.  Welcome back, Maiaa.”

Terry activated the final sequence and the silver dome began to move down through the
floor of the old round house.  In less than a minute, the gazebo would return to its former
self, presumably none the worse for wear.  The same could not be said for those standing
around the centre console.  Neither did it apply to the old inventor limping across the
laboratory towards them, supported by a stooping Yanu.  Harold let out an ecstatic: “Lill-O!”
as he rushed to his granddaughter and embraced her in a hug.

She gasped out: “Ouch!”
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“Oh, I’m sorry.  Didn’t mean to squeeze so hard.  I obviously don’t know my own strength.”
“It’s not your fault,” said Annette.  “My arms are a bit sore.  And please hug me again,

Harold.  That felt so good.”
They eventually parted.  Harold cast an eye over the members of The Group and frowned

when he noticed one carrying another. “It’s Maiaa,” said Annette, “She’s had a shock,
literally, I think; but she seems to be recovering.  I’m going to put her in my room so that she
can rest.”  Speaking in Rahlian, she instructed Maiaa’s carrier to follow. As she was leading
him out, she became aware that others were tagging along and paused to address them:
“She really needs peace and quiet, so no visitors for the moment, thanks.  You can come,
Yanu, but you can’t stay long - I’ve got to check that burn on her chest and I’ll have to
undress her.  I’d like a woman to help me with that.”  Annette saw one in the huddle and
said: “I’m sorry, I don’t know your name.  Would you mind?”

Those remaining in the study had lapsed into concerned silence, not the least being Terry.
Harold noticed him hovering in the background looking lost.  “My boy!”  he exclaimed,
shuffling over, a hand extended.  “Welcome back.  Apologies for not greeting you sooner –
that little incident with Maiaa totally distracted me.” He put an arm round Terry’s shoulder
and began leading him over to the couch. “A thousand thanks for returning my
granddaughter to me.  I hope she didn’t bend your ear overmuch.  It’s a gender thing, you
know. An archaeologist friend of mine said that if they dig up a skull with its mouth open it’s
bound to be a woman.”

Once settled in his favourite chair, he waved a vague hand around and said to The Group:
“Make yourselves at home, everyone.”  They responded with frowns, and nobody moved.
Terry translated the inventor’s words into Rahlian and the two watched as the black-clad
individuals either found seats or went on an inspection tour of the room.  Harold leaned
towards Terry and said quietly: “I don’t think I’ll ever get used to that incomprehensible
babble. Now,” he said in a normal voice, “There are things to talk about.  You have tales to
tell me, new adventures to relate; and we can’t do that without some lubrication.  I have been
saving a special bottle of twelve-year-old single malt for just this occasion. Ah, I’ve just
remembered – you’re too young to drink.  I believe there may be some Coke in the fridge
under the...”

Terry hadn’t heard a word – he had fallen asleep.  “Perhaps later then,” Harold whispered.
Shortly after, Maiaa’s carrier returned accompanied by Yanu.  He went straight to Harold

and reported: “She seems a little better, but I suspect her recovery may take time.  Will that
be an inconvenience for you?”

Harold dismissed the suggestion with a wave of his hand.  “Time is one thing we have a-
plenty.”  He winked and chuckled.  “As for inconvenience, I am delighted to have so much
company for a change.” He indicated Terry asleep on the couch. “I’m thinking the
excitement of rescuing us from the middle ages must have tired the boy.”

“You are forgetting his return to Rahl, Harold,” Yanu reminded him and went on to add:
“And you should stop thinking of him as a child.  What he and Annette managed to
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accomplish in just two days could not have been achieved by many adults in a lifetime.  They
will be talked about for years to come. You should be proud of them both.”

Harold was puzzled.  “Two days - as long as that?”
“I am sure that when they have rested sufficiently, they will be able to tell you all.  It will

sound incredible.”  Yanu touched the thought stone now hanging from the cord around his
neck.  “The Old One has shown me; but I warn you, as he has advised me: accept that there
will be some things they may not wish to talk about just yet. Please be patient with them.”

Annette came in, strode to the couch and threw herself down none-too gently.  Terry
awoke with a start.  Blinking to wake himself up, he asked: “How’s Maiaa?  She is okay,
yeah?”

“Sleeping,” replied Annette.  “Holeena is sitting with her.  I’ll look in on them later.”  She
glanced at Terry and frowned.  “You seem a bit second-hand? You aren’t coming down with
something, are you?”

“No, Mum,” he drawled sarcastically; then he jerked bolt upright and was wide awake.
"Um-ah!  It's just dawned on me - the time!  Boy, am I in trouble!"

Yanu rubbed his hands.  "No need to worry about your Mother, Terr...eee.  Harold and I
took the liberty of contacting her.  She was quite happy with the arrangement."

"Arrangement?"
"Your science project," explained Yanu, "The one Professor Harold was helping you with.

Remember?"
Terry was confused.  "No, not really.  Is there anything else I might have forgotten?"
"Only that you returned home for a change of clothes so that you could stay at Harold's

overnight."
"I did?"
"So Yanu had your Mother recall," said Harold.  "You were, I understand, very convincing."
"I bet I was," mumbled Terry as he managed to grasp what had happened.  "Yanu put the

thoughts in her head and she really believed I was actually there, talking to her?" It all
seemed very... Groupy; but something still puzzled him.  “How did you know where I lived?"

Harold waved a hand at his desk.  "The letter to your Mother, Terry - you put the address
on the envelope.  In the light of your safe return, maybe you might like to destroy it."

Terry walked over and picked up the envelope.  He looked back at his friends, in particular
at one who had become very special to him, at Annette; then he was drifting.  He was back
on Rahl again, flying the skies with Ace and Lillo: worrying over unfinished business;
knowing that he could not live with himself if he failed to go back.  The Group needed him,
needed Annette; if she would agree to go. Knowing her now as he did, she would probably
complain if he tried to leave her behind.

Dropping the letter onto the writing pad, he put up a hand and ruffled his mop of blond hair.
"You'd better hang on to it, Harold.  It'll save me writing another one..... next time."

THE END
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